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WORD OF THE DEAN
It is my pleasure to welcome you to the International Transport and Logistics 
Institute (ITLI) the House of Supply Chain Excellence.
With the growing global market and the shrinking distance between continents, 
global supply chain has become the leading force of international trade; in fact, 
the world has become a one giant global supply chain that connects everything 
starting with the daily prices of gas to the strategic partnership between major 
corporations.
In ITLI, we took it upon ourselves to be the leading educational premises that 
specializes in high studies of logistics and supply chain in the whole MENA region 
and we are proud to claim that we were the seed of developing supply chain 
and logistics in our society. There is an old saying that reaching the top might be 
easy but staying on top is the challenge, and we did take up the challenge. 

Through our continuous developments, the International Transport and Logistics Institute has followed the highest 
standards and provided the latest teaching techniques to provide the state-of-the art education in North Africa 
and Middle East. We have been able to build a solid educational beacon that is headed to by thousands of scholars 
and researchers that look for the highest levels of education that match and challenge those in Europe and North 
America. 

Through E-learning, our candidates have been able to have full access to our curriculums, programs and research 
resources from anywhere in the world. The e-learning eliminates redundancy, saves time and facilities the educational 
process to our candidates that their nature of business or field of work may not allow them a full time presence; thus 
keeping the candidates involved in their programs regardless of their locations or timings.

We also believe in ITLI that education needs the support of the practical experiences; therefore, we made sure 
that our educational experience was provided with the industrial participation whether by seminars, visits or even 
recruiting the figures of industry to assist in the teaching process to introduce a unique mix between the academics 
and the real market experience.



Our efforts do not stop there. We believe that education is a cooperative process and only when you share your 
knowledge and experience you are able to improve yourself. This is why ITLI collaborates with the highest educational 
entities across the globe in conducting researches and creating partnerships. These partnerships will help our 
candidates become more recognizable and facilitate their further studies anywhere around the world.

What makes ITLI one of a kind is our tireless search for improvement and our desire to stay the best. This is why we 
are confident that we are going to provide you with the best educational experience available in the market, because 
we have pioneered in qualifying educational leaders and industrial professionals in Egypt, the Arab World, Middle East 
and Africa.

Whatever your interest, whether a potential student or research collaborator, you will find a warm welcome at the 
International Transport and Logistics Institute (ITLI).
We hope that it will not be long before you decide to join our knowledge community.
Sincerely,

Prof. Islam El-Nakib

Professor in Logistics and Supply Chain Management 

Dean of the International Transport and Logistics Institute (ITLI) 



The Arab Academy For Science, Technology And Maritime Transport(AASTMT)

Overview
The Arab Academy for Science, Technology and Maritime Transport (AASTMT), an affiliate of the Arab League, is 
a multifaceted institution with a diversity of functions serving a multinational body of stakeholders coming mainly 
from Arab and African countries. As such, it develops its activities with regard to training, development of projects, 
research work, technical assistance and services to the community. For the purpose of introducing and fostering the 
most modern inputs of science and technology, AASTMT is jointly associated with prominent local, regional and 
international universities and institutions.

Through its open-channel educational and training system, AASTMT has been at the forefront of innovation in 
education and training since its inception in 1972. Its pioneering role, especially in the international transport domain, 
has been exceptionally recognized worldwide

The Academy has several ideal advantages, which might qualify it to occupy a leading position and a focal training 
point among other institutions in the Middle East and Africa.

The Features

The Geographical Position
The Academy being situated in Alexandria retains the privilege of being in a mid- point in the Middle East, between 
Africa and Asia, on the Mediterranean and at a conspicuous commercial and shipping center. It is also not remote 
from the Suez Canal, the great international shipping route between East and West.

The Local Social and Living Features:
❐	 The prevailing climate in wintertime is generally warm, sunny and dry.
❐	 The local citizens are friendly and helpful.
❐	 Safety and security for all inhabitants.
❐	 Housing and foodstuff prices are moderate especially in autumn and wintertime.
❐	 Students can easily find very suitable premises around the Academy, so they can spare time and daily   
 transportation expenses.
❐	 Developing community, which in many ways suits the overseas students coming from developing countries.
❐	 The great ancient civilization and the touristic environment.



The Teaching and Training Capabilities:
❐	 More than a quarter of a century offering exceptional educational and training services which are   
   recognized worldwide. Professional professors educated in the Universities of Europe and USA   
   with previous practical experience in the industry. 
❐	 Well-equipped classrooms with a European standard. All classrooms are fully equipped with up-to-date  
   teaching and training aids (data-show, overhead projectors, computers, whiteboards and flipcharts…etc.) 
❐	 Computer labs with the latest technology are open for students. Libraries with up to date universal books,  
   periodicals, researches, electronic research databases etc. are at the disposal of students. 

 Sports and Social activities can be carried out, as the Academy owns international playgrounds for the favorite sports in

.Abukir campus



The Institute Of International Transport & Logistics

How We Started
The International Transport and Logistics Institute (ITLI) is one of the specialized entities of the Arab Academy for 
Science, Technology and Maritime Transport (AASTMT). It was established in 1973 under the name of “The Institute 
of Management and Economics of Maritime Transport”. It has been the first specialized institute in transport and 
transport-related services, not only in Egypt, but also in the Middle East and Africa. Since then, ITLI has played the 
pioneering and leading role in delivering Post-Graduate courses solely and in cooperation with leading entities in its 
specialization.

Overview
In 2000, our Institute has been re-engineered and hence acquired its present name; The International Transport and 
Logistics Institute (ITLI). Our Institute re-engineering came in response to the increasing demand on postgraduate 
education in the field of global trade, transport and logistics, which lead to the starting delivery of the Diploma 
certificate in International Transport and Logistics in cooperation with the Norwegian Shipping Academy and 
NORAD for fourteen consecutive years. 

Presently, the Institute offers a number of postgraduate programs that participate in enriching all branches of 
human knowledge through specialized studies and serious research in order to achieve scientific contributions, 
innovative applications, to unveil new facts, and to enable distinguished holders of university degrees to resume 
their postgraduate studies. The Institute highly qualifies specialized scientific and professional calibers and encourages 
scientific competencies to keep up with the speedy development of science, technology with creativity and innovation.

ITLI offers post-graduate programs (Diploma, M.Sc., Ph.D., tailored short courses, workshops and seminars) covering 
state –of-the-art knowledge and best practices in International Transport, Global Trade, Logistics and Supply Chain 
Management and Law. The programs are tailored to meet the challenges and opportunities of the post-industrial 
global era, based on the quality of teaching and training services in order to qualify graduates to operate and lead 
their firms competitively and efficiently.



ITLI Vision
ITLI aspires to be the exemplary comprehensive hub for the supply chain management in MENA & Africa on basis of 
excellence and innovation using diverse teamwork. ITLI aims to be recognized as an acknowledged leader & innovator 
in consultancy, training, research and learning of the supply chain management in the region.

ITLI Mission
ITLI- the house of supply chain excellence- adopts continuous improvement to create, preserve, and disseminate 
applied knowledge with excellence through graduates’ education, research, training, & consultancy services in the 
fields of international transport, logistics & law. ITLI is targeting diversity of academics, professionals, entities in MENA 
region to build innovative & creative culture in the supply chain industry; using state of the art technology and 
competent human resources in a teamwork environment. 

Values
1 . Innovation & Creativity
2 .Excellence
3 . Integrity
4 . Diversity
5 .Engagement & Teamwork



Objectives
❐	 IITL is committed to qualify personnel to become leaders in their fields, and to work efficiently through  
   up-to-date education and training via a mix of advanced scientific studies and practical experiences;   
   thus, enhancing their creativity and their future visions that leads to excellence in their relevant   
   organizational performance.
❐	 IITL is committed to provide transport and logistics consultancy services and scientific research papers.
❐	 IITL is committed to understand current, and to develop creative new, solutions in order to improve   
   International Transport and Logistics efficiencies and reduce cost. 
❐	 IITL is committed to understand current and to explore, evaluate and implement new, strategic options by  
   understanding and anticipating their International Transport and Logistics repercussions.
❐	 IITL is committed to explore the fascinating world of research in intellectually one of the most challenging  
   fields of International Transport and Logistics and interdisciplinary content of technology, business and  
   leadership.

International Cooperation
Since the foundation of the Institute, it has sought to enforce links of cooperation with the local, regional and 
international academic, commercial, industrial and transport communities through the following:

❐	 The highest level of Professors from the academic field and universities and prominent practitioner   
   experts from the industry, conduct the courses.
❐	 State-of-the-art training and teaching aids used in the educational process. 
❐	 Field trips to various modern centers of transport & logistics constitute a vital part of the programs.
❐	 The number of students in each classroom does not exceed 30, by any means, to guarantee the required  
   efficiency of teaching and mutual interaction.
❐	 The Institute is also a member in leading scientific and executive associations both locally and internationally.
❐	 The Institute provides consultancy services as well as applied researches in fields of specialization. 
❐	 The Institute signs mutual agreements with regional and international education and training institutes.



Moreover, the institute has the privilege of international links and relations, the impacts of which are reflected in the 
planning of programs in accordance with the latest requirements knowledge and practice of the era. The institute, 
through the Academy, is a party in scientific, training and cooperation agreements with:

❐	 AACSB International – The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business- USA
❐	 Alexandria Chamber of Commerce - Egypt
❐	 APICS - American Production and Inventory Control Society – The Association for Operations Management - USA
❐	 Barcelona Port Authority – Spain
❐	 EBA- Egyptian Businessmen Association- Egypt
❐	 EIFFA- The Egyptian International Freight Forwarding Association - Egypt
❐	 FIATA organization - Zurich – Switzerland
❐	 Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics- Germany 
❐	 International Congress on Logistics and SCM Systems (ICLS) 
❐	 JICA- Japan International Cooperation Agency - Japan
❐	 Molde University College, Norway
❐	 Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation NORAD – Norway
❐	 Norwegian School of Management – Norway
❐	 Norwegian Shipping Academy NSA – Norway
❐	 Ports of Marseille – France
❐	 Spanish Agency for International Cooperation AECI– Madrid – Spain
❐	 The Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport - UK
❐	 The Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP) -USA
❐	 The Institute of Supply Management (ISM), USA
❐	 The Korean Society of Supply Chain Management 
❐	 UNICON – The International University Consortium for Executive Education- USA
❐	 UNIMED – Mediterranean Universities Union (Transports, Logistics and Multi-modality Subnetwork
❐	 University of Dar es Salaam – Tanzania
❐	 University of Genoa- Italy
❐	 Zaragoza Logistics Platform – Spain



Finally, the Institute jointly conducted international programs in collaboration with foreign institutions. For instance, the 
NOMA Master program in “International Transport and Logistics for East Africa” was jointly conducted in cooperation 
with Molde University College, Norway and the University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.

Cooperation with the Norwegian side has extended for 15 consecutive years since 1995, a unique experience with 
NORAD. The cooperation started by conducting a “High Diploma in International Transport and Logistics”. Since 
2008, the program has been promoted to M.Sc. Studies for three more years (NOMA Project).

Presently, the ITLI looks forward for a more prosperous future characterized with more understanding and close 
cooperation with internationally recognized organizations in common fields of expertise. New partnerships and 
cooperation agreements are currently in progress for the sake of contributing to the improvement of human resources 
and capacity building within Trade, Transport and Logistics Industry in African and Asian countries.



ITLI’s Structure



Our Post Graduate Programs

Explore our Programs and Research opportunities
Whether your goal is to 

 » Deepen your subject knowledge, 
 » Acquire a professional qualification or 
 » Conduct your own original research, 

We can support you through the excellence of our teaching, the strength of our partnerships and the breadth of our research expertise

Post-Graduate Studies and Programs
Having identified the need for logistics and supply chain excellence for the industry to become sustainable and 
competitive at the global level, ITLI has the pleasure to offer Diploma, M. Sc., Ph. D. as well as training courses to fill 
up the skill gap in the logistics industry by providing competent human resources. 

ITLI aims to increase the awareness and understanding of the dynamic world business environment through 
distinguished education and research tools in the fields of international transport and logistics, international foreign 
trade and customs, international legal and commercial transactions, hospital management, arbitration, maritime law 
and insurance, litigation and dispute settlement. 

The ITLI programs are tailored to meet the needs of our diversified stakeholders and the dynamically evolving 
market. The main goal of our programs is to prepare qualified graduate candidates equipped with the modern tools 
needed for efficient decision-making together with the ability to evaluate their decisions in the context of complex 
institutional framework of International 
Transport and Logistics, adopting 
the philosophy of “Think globally, act 
locally”. 

Accreditations
ITLI certificates are both nationally and 
internationally recognized. The Supreme 
Council of Egyptian Universities 
granted ITLI full accreditation of the M. 
Sc. The Ph.D. program is held jointly in 
cooperation with the Faculty of Law, 
University of Alexandria.



Target Groups
The Institute targets academic and professionals’ decision makers and personnel of the public, private and service 
sectors who would like to acquire specialized knowledge and practical skills in different field of International Transport 
and Logistics; and who are seeking to make themselves available for new positions in the world work market.

Candidates will typically come from:
❐	 Firms engaged in international trade, shipping, customs, insurance, arbitration and hospitals 
❐	 Ports authorities and transport terminals operators
❐	 Governmental bodies and agencies involved in the activities of Litigation Logistics and Dispute Settlement.
❐	 Universities and other specialized institutions

Career Opportunities
These programs are valuable assets to those looking for specialized skills and knowledge in the areas of international 
transport and Logistics with aim to develop their competencies in those fields. Graduates will have gained theoretical 
and practical knowledge to understand the global environment of international transport and logistics practices with 
respect to international trade, customs, international legal commercial transactions, litigation and dispute settlement 
and hospital management. 

The graduates will be enabled to provide creative solutions and 
have competence of quick resolution in their fields. In addition, 
they will be qualified to work in global business environment such 
as: purchase manager, strategic planner, purchase analyst/assistant, 
materials analyst. Materials manager, procurement manager, 
supply chain manager, commodity manager, inventory manager, 
strategic sourcing manager, operations manager, sourcing manager, 
warehousing manager.

In addition, ITLI programs provide graduates with a recognized 
and respected qualification that will enable them to apply to 
higher programs of study or to seek senior managerial positions. A 
Masters degree is also a natural stepping-stone towards a doctoral 
qualification.



Our Post Graduate (Diploma Programs)

Diploma in International Transport and Logistics (Arabic and English)

Overview
The postgraduate diploma of international transport and Logistics has been developed to provide students with 
contemporary business expertise for careers in international transport and logistics industries. This diploma is of 
benefit to those in middle management positions who seek to develop a strategic view of logistics and transport 
operations. The potential candidates will acquire the capability to review and modify operational activities. 

Aim
The program aims to offer candidates an in-depth understanding of key transport and logistics areas from 
an international viewpoint and to develop the skills of identifying and predicting variables of the global market, 
international transport, logistics and supply chains. The diploma seeks to qualify candidates to work up to performance 
standard of global supply chains.

Courses

Diploma in International Transport and LogisticsProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

Logistics and Supply Chain 
ManagementDTL 705Transport Operation ManagementDTL 701

Transport and Insurance LawDTL 706Ports and Container Terminal 
ManagementDTL 702

Oil and Gas Transport EconomicsDTL 707Transport Economics and PoliciesDTL 703
Information Technology in 
TransportDTL 708Multi-Modal Transport ManagementDTL 704



Diploma in Logistics of Foreign Trade (Arabic and English) 

Overview
This Diploma program focuses on international trade best practices and imparts knowledge and practical skills that 
candidates can apply in their field of work. This diploma provides graduates with the opportunity to work in a broad 
range of International Trade occupations including sales & procurement, logistics, finance, trade & investment and 
international affairs

Aim
This diploma aims to provide the potential candidates with valuable knowledge that reflects the most current 
practices and trends in today’s business trade. In addition, this diploma provides access to career opportunities in a 
tightly contested employment market

Courses
Diploma in Logistics of Foreign Trade Foreign Trade Logistics BranchProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

Information Technology System and 
Electronic Commerce DFT705Logistics and Supply Chain 

ManagementDFT701

International MarketingDFT706International Trade Theory SystemsDFT702
International Business ManagementDFT707Contemporary International EconomyDFT703

Multimodal TransportDFT708International Commercial Law 
(principals)DFT704



Diploma in International Legal and Commercial Transactions and Logistics 

Overview
This diploma is designed to provide candidates with the theoretical and practical expertise in handling legal and 
commercial transactions. The study focuses on procedures of international business transactions and the framework 
for international regulation of commercial transactions

Aim
The program aims to provide candidates with capability to manage commercial transactions through an integrated 
logistics management system to facilitate customer service at the minimum time, competitive cost and up to the 
highest performance levels

Courses

Diploma in International Legal and Commercial Transactions and LogisticsProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

 International Banking TransactionsLCT210International ContractsLCT110

 Logistics ManagementLCT240Management and Economics of 
Maritime TransportLCT140

 Multinationals and Legal Organization of 
MonopolyLCT440Contemporary International 

EconomicsLCT131

 International Trading AgreementsLCT130Law of International Transport and 
Multimodal TransportLCT230



Diploma in Container Terminal Management and Operations (Arabic and English)

Overview
The post graduate diploma in container terminal management and operation aims to provide those involved in 
managing marine terminals, logistics and cargo operations with the advanced skills and knowledge needed to perform 
their role effectively. This diploma gives participants all the tools to meet the demands of their working environment, 
maintaining and enhancing the efficiency of their terminals in handling seaborne trade.

Aim
This diploma aims to cover both theoretical and practical approaches to manage the position of terminals in 
international transport chains. Candidates will gain key insights into the various aspects contributing to effective 
terminal management. 

Courses

Diploma in Container Terminal Management and OperationProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

Free Zones and Customs LMC711 Container Designation & Its 
Conventions LMC702

Container Terminal Management LMC712 Container Terminal Planning LMC704
Container Fright Station ( CFS) LMC713 Dangerous Goods And Containers LMC705 
Container Information 
Technology LMC714 Shipping & Containerization LMC706 



Diploma in Maritime Transport Law and Marine Insurance (Arabic and English)

Overview
This postgraduate diploma is centered on the needs of the modern professional lawyer working or intending to work 
in trade, transport, insurance and maritime related industries. This postgraduate diploma provides candidates with the 
opportunity of studying marine insurance at the highest educational level. 

Aim
The aim of this diploma is to provide the legal know-how, the skills and practical experience needed for a career in 
marine insurance and transport law. This diploma aims to equip the candidates with the knowledge to give them a 
better understanding of the way marine insurance markets function and the terms of the standard covers available.

Courses

Diploma in Maritime Transport Law and Marine InsuranceProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

Hull Insurance & Liability Insurance LCT550 The Ship Legal System .&Maritime 
Personal LCT510 

Cargo Insurance &Reinsurance LCT560 The Contract of Affreightment & ship 
Chartering LCT520 

Maritime Accidents & Environmental 
Protection lawLCT570 Principles of Insurance &Risk Management LCT530 

Claims &Remuneration management LCT580 Economics & Policies of Maritime 
Transport and Logistics LCT540 



Diploma in Transport Law and International Commercial Arbitration (Arabic and English)

Overview
This postgraduate diploma enriches the candidates’ knowledge of the practices of international commercial arbitration, 
including all major forms of international arbitration and related dispute settling mechanisms.

Aim
This diploma aims to provide practical training in the context of an international arbitration and discusses a range of 
problems, which may arise in the course of conducting an international arbitration.

Courses

Diploma in Transport Law and Commercial ArbitrationProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

The Legal System for Multimodal 
Transport 2 JDL550 The Legal System for Multimodal 

Transport 1 JDL510 

Arbitration Procedures JDL560 The Legal System for Transport 
Terminals JDL520 

Arbitral Award JDL570 Arbitration Agreement JDL530 
Arbitration & Alternative Dispute 
Resolution JDL580 Customs Enactments JDL540 



Diploma in Logistics of Hospitals Management (Arabic and English)

Overview
A hospital is a complex technical system of many actions, structures, material flows and people. For delivering efficient 
and effective hospital services, it is necessary to design right supply network and manage the flow of hospital goods. 
This postgraduate diploma provides the knowledge of logistics and supply chain management that is essential for 
every manager in hospital sector to plan and deliver quality services.

Aim
This diploma aims to bring theoretical and practical knowledge and cross-functional perspective by integrating logistics 
and hospital management. It aims to improve the managerial skills of senior and middle management professionals for 
the effective and efficient performance of hospitals and healthcare sectors

Courses

Diploma in Logistics of Hospitals ManagementProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

Human Resources Management in 
Hospitals DLHM550Patient Safety& Clinical Risk 

Management DLHM510

Hospital Quality Concepts & 
Planning DLHM560Health Care Business DLHM520

Hospital Logistics Principles DLHM570Introduction to Biostatistics DLHM530
Marketing (Customer Satisfaction) 
in Health Care DLHM580Managing the Quality Function in 

HospitalDLHM540



Diploma in Logistics of Tourism Management 
 

Overview
For the organizations that are involved in tourism, efficiency is conditioned, among other determinants, by the logistics, 
coordination and harmonization of all participants’ efforts. This diploma develops a higher level of knowledge in 
tourism logistics management. It provides a holistic view in the management of the logistics operations in tourism 
sector and develops the appropriate skills to cope with market’s demand. Participants are provided with leading-edge 
theory and practice of tourism logistics management. 

Aims
This diploma aims to equip graduates with the necessary logistics skills and knowledge so that they can be immediately 
effective in their careers in the tourism industry. 

Courses
Diploma in Logistics of Tourism Management Program

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

Evaluation Studies of Tourism ProjectTLL 404Economics of Tourism TLL 101

Geography of World TourismTLL 302Tourism PlanningTLL 102

Economics of TourismTLL 203Principles of Tourism LogisticsTLL 103

Techniques of Tourism GuidanceTLL 204Tourism MarketingTLL 403



Certified Diploma in Production and Inventory Management in Supply Chain (APICS CSCP 
and CPIM preparation) 

Overview
This postgraduate diploma is designed for individuals and organizations looking to develop or enhance skills to create 
and execute a global supply chain management strategy that meets customer needs, reduces cost and increases 
profits. This diploma provides candidate with the ability to understand and evaluate production and inventory activities 
within a company’s global operations.

Aim
This diploma aims to provide the best practices in the day-to-day functions of supply chain professionals. The diploma 
aims to provide the necessary techniques to improve planning and operations and how to maximize efficiency. In 
addition, this diploma aims to increase candidate’s functional knowledge of production and inventory management. 
The program seeks to provide the candidates the needed tools to effectively manage global supply chain activities.

Courses

Diploma in Production and Inventory Management in Supply Chain (APICS CSCP and CPIM 
Preparation) 

Program

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

Basics of Supply Chain Management 
(2)APX 201Basics of Supply Chain Management (1)APX 101

Detailed Scheduling and PlanningAPX 202Supply Chain Strategy, Design and 
Compliance APX 102

Execution and Control of 
OperationsAPX 203Implementation and Operations APX 103

Strategic Management of Resources APX 204Master Planning of ResourcesAPX 104



Our Post Graduate (M.Sc. Programs)

M.Sc.in International Transport and Logistics (Arabic and English)

Overview
This master program is designed to help new entrants to the field of international transport and logistics to establish 
the foundational knowledge necessary to excel in the fields of International Transport and Logistics. This master 
provides candidates advanced specialized skills and knowledge that will enable them to analyze and identify the trade 
needs for logistics and transport services. 

Aim
This master aims to prepare experts familiar with all transport and logistics operations as well as global supply chain 
management and its administrative, economic, legal and technical aspects through the latest scientific and practical 
methods that enable them to manage the logistics of transport efficiently and effectively.

Courses

Diploma in Maritime Transport Law and Marine InsuranceProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

Liner Shipping &Container ManagementITL 201Transport Economics & PoliciesITL 101
Marketing Logistics ServicesITL 202Research MethodologyITL 102
Logistics Operations ManagementITL 203Strategic Logistics ManagementITL 103
Financial & Managerial AccountingITL 204Quantitative Analysis in LogisticsITL 104

Fourth SemesterThird Semester

Quality Management in LogisticsITL 401Transport Law & InsuranceITL 301

Multimodal Transport ManagementITL 402Ports & Terminals ManagementITL 302

Air & Inland TransportITL 403Investment & Finance in TransportITL 303
Supply Chain ManagementITL 404Chartering & Ship BrokingITL 304



M.Sc.in Logistics of Foreign Trade (Arabic and English)- Customs Logistics Branch):

Overview
This master program is designed to boost in knowledge and expertise in evaluating customs procedures and provides 
the capability to improve it. In addition, the program will enable the potential candidates to learn to function as an 
independent consultants or customs inspector; and to contribute to scientific knowledge of the customs domain.

Aim 
This program aims to improve compliance with laws and regulations concerning the import and export of goods. In 
addition, the program aims to prepare experts able to address a complex problem in the customs domain from a 
legal and supply chain perspective, and provide workable solutions.

Courses

Master Degree in Logistics of Foreign Trade Customs Logistics BranchProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

Air and Inland Transport ManagementLIT921International LogisticsLIT911
Export and Import operational 
ManagementLIT941Economy TheoryLIT912

Research MethodologyLIT843Sea Transport ManagementLIT913
Customs Legislation and Customs 
ClearanceLIT914Theory and Systems of International TradeLIT944

Fourth SemesterThird Semester

Contemporary Customs CasesLIT834Commercial Law and ArbitrationLIT942
Customs Strategic PlanningLIT832Customs EvaluationLIT824
Private Custom SystemsLIT833Customs TariffLIT822
Project 2LIT903Project 1LIT902



M.Sc. in Logistics of Foreign Trade (Arabic and English)- Logistics of Foreign Trade Branch):

Overview 
Keeping in mind the fast changing scenario of international market, this master program is designed to emphasize the 
importance of foreign trade in modern business practices.

Aims 
This program aims to create the skills that will enables to predict the variables configuration of the global market and 
foreign trade through the modern logistics systems needed to maintain a competitive position. 

Courses
Master Degree in Logistics of Foreign Trade
Foreign Trade Logistics BranchProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

Air and Inland Transport ManagementLIT921International LogisticsLIT911
Export and Import Operational 
ManagementLIT941Economy TheoryLIT912

Research MethodologyLIT843Sea Transport ManagementLIT913
Customs Legislation and Customs 
ClearanceLIT914Theory and Systems of International 

TradeLIT944

Fourth SemesterThird Semester

E-CommerceLIT934Commercial Law and ArbitrationLIT942

Finance of International TradeLIT932Supply Chain ManagementLIT924

Insurance and Risks ManagementLIT933International MarketingLIT922

Project 2LIT903Project 1LIT902



M. Sc. in Litigation Logistics and Dispute Settlement (Arabic) 

Overview
Litigation law refers to the rules and practices involved in resolving disputes in the court. This master is designed to 
provide the theoretical and practical knowledge to understand the global environment of logistics of international 
commercial and arbitral practice.

Aim
The program aims to make candidates familiar with circles of legal disputes locally and internationally through the 
ordinary or arbitration courts as interwoven through its various procedures until the final execution. The Graduates will 
be acquired with advanced specialized knowledge in dispute settlement and will be qualified to work in multinational 
legal environments as attorney in arbitration and litigation practice. The graduates will be enabled to provide creative 
solutions and have competence of quick resolution.

Courses

Master Degree in Litigation Logistics and Dispute SettlementProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

Basics of LogisticsJDL 416Litigation Procedures before ordinary 
courtsJDL 411

Expertise in civil and commercial mattersJDL 417Anglo-American Law of ProcedureJDL 412
Skills of Advocacy and Law PracticeJDL 418International Commercial ArbitrationJDL 413

Systems of Amicable Settle of DisputesJDL 419Litigation Procedures before Administrative 
& Constitutional CourtsJDL 415

Fourth SemesterThird Semester

Law of Evidence In Commercial and Civil 
MattersJDL 424International Jurisdiction of Courts JDL 420

Economics of Litigation (Courts Fees)JDL 425Enforce of Courts Rulings and Arbitration 
AwardsJDL 421

Law of Authentication and Registration of 
real property JDL 426 Expedited JurisdictionJDL 422

Customs and Tax DisputesJDL 427Electronics Techniques in LitigationJDL 423
ProjectJDL 428



M.Sc.in International Legal Commercial Transactions and Logistics (Arabic):

Overview
This master program is designed to provide candidates with advanced and specialized knowledge in the field of legal 
and commercial transactions and logistics. The program seeks to qualify candidates to work in multinational legal 
environments including as in-house legal counsel and litigation practice. This master program is planned to provide 
the practical legal skills to work in a legal environment in an (inter)national setting.

Aim
The program aims to prepare experts with knowledge of international contracts including their formulation, 
procedures and the competent courts in the event of a dispute between the parties, as well as the management of 
commercial transactions through a logistics system that is managed to obtain the highest level of performance.

Courses

Master Degree in International Legal and Commercial Transactions and LogisticsProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

 International Banking TransactionsLCT210International ContractsLCT110

 Logistics ManagementLCT240Management and Economics of Maritime 
TransportLCT140

 ProjectLCT400Contemporary International EconomicsLCT131

 International Trading AgreementsLCT130Law of International Transport and Multimodal 
TransportLCT230

Fourth SemesterThird Semester

 International Commercial 
ArbitrationLCT410 Electronic CommerceLCT420

 Regional Economic BlocksLCT310 Transport InsuranceLCT430

 International Taxes SystemLCT120Legislation of Investment and Disputes and Free 
ZoneLCT330

 Customs TransactionsLCT320 Multinationals and Legal Organization of 
MonopolyLCT440



PhD Degree in Law (Arabic) 

Overview
ITLI offers a distinct program for granting doctoral degrees in collaboration with the Faculty of Law at the University 
of Alexandria in the following disciplines:

❐	 Commercial and Maritime Law.
❐	 Code of Civil and Commercial Procedures.
❐	 Economics and Finance.
❐	 Private International Law.
❐	 International Law of the Sea.

Aim
This program seeks to offer young scholars an opportunity to contribute to the development of law as an academic 
field. The doctoral program aims to provide candidates with in-depth knowledge in different fields of law. Upon 
completion of the degree, candidates would have acquired theoretical and practical expertise to understand the 
global legal aspects.

Courses

Joint PhD Program in LawProgram

SubjectCodeSubjectCode

Second SemesterFirst Semester

Contemporary Economic IssuesDLCT04 Specialized CourtsDLCT01
Organization of Egyptian JudicialDLCT05 International Commercial ArbitrationDLCT02

 Implementation of Foreign JudgmentsDLCT03
One of the Optional Courses***

The New World Economic OrderDLCT06
Civil and Commercial ProceduresDLCT07
International Commercial LawDLCT08
International Law of the SeaDLCT09
Conflict of JurisdictionDLCT10

Fourth SemesterThird Semester

Thesis -2DLCT12Thesis - 1DLCT11
Sixth SemesterFifth Semester

Thesis - 4DLCT14Thesis -3DLCT13



Training Courses:
The Institute offers arrange of tailored training programs, short courses, workshops and seminars to meet the needs 
of labor market. The main aim is to qualify candidates and provide them with the required knowledge and expertise 
regarding all modes of transport operations, ports management and operations, logistics and global supply chain 
management, from the various administrative, economic, legal and technical perspectives through state-of-the-art 
practical and scientific methods, thus qualifying them to manage efficiently and effectively. This contributes effectively 
to the capacity building in the fields of international transport and logistics related issues from the administrative, 
economic and legal aspects, and making them able to compete on the regional and international levels.

Candidates will be able to:
❐	 Analyze and identify needs for logistics and trade services, shipping and other transport modes; 
❐	 Design projects in response to needs; 
❐	 Evaluate projects in terms of their economic viability within, legal, political and regulatory frameworks; 
❐	 Establish objectives and strategies in regard to operational structure, competition and pricing of projects; 
❐	 Design and negotiate financial solutions, and demonstrate relevant effective management techniques.



These short training courses and programs are ideal for:

❐	 Freight transport users throughout the supply chain 
❐	 Suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and retailers 
❐	 Operators such as freight forwarders and consolidators 
❐	 Supply chain and logistics professionals 
❐	 Graduates and new starters in transport logistics 
❐	 Employees seeking career enhancement
❐	 Firms engaged in international trade, shipping and other transport modes.
❐	 Logistics Service Providers
❐	 Maritime services companies such as Freight forwarders, forwarding agents, shipping agents, stevedores, brokers ...etc
❐	 Ports authorities and transport terminals operators.
❐	 Banks, insurance companies, protection, and indemnity clubs.
❐	 Universities and other specialized institutions.
❐	 Governmental bodies and agencies involved in the activities of transport, trade and logistics.



List of Courses/Workshops in International Transport & Trade

Course/ Workshop TitleNo.

Code of Practice for Packing of Cargo Transport Units (CTU Code)1
The Concept of Containerization and International Shipping2
Basics of Dangerous Goods Transportation3
English for Transport & Logistics4
Shipping Documentations5
INCOTERMS 20106
Basics of International Trade (Export - Import)7
International Trade and Transportation8
Documentation of International Trade and Transportation9
FIATA Documents for Freight Forwarding10
International Transport, Commercial and Maritime Terminologies11
Air Freight Management12
Freight Forwarders Role in Multimodal Transport13
Electronic Data Interchange in Multimodal Transport Field14
Cargo Traffic Management15
International Transport Techniques16
Freight and International Transport17
Transportation and fleet control18
Modern Transport Systems19
Transport Techniques and International Trade20
Transport Management of Hazardous Materials21
Transport Logistics22
Materials Handling and Storage Management23
Principles of Handling Administration24
Movement of Goods25



Course/ Workshop TitleNo.

Transport Economics & Polices26
Air Transport27
Inland Transport28
ROAD FLEET MANAGEMENT 29
Insurance & Risk Management30
Hinterland Transport and Short Trips31
Multimodal Transport Management & its Role in International Trade32
International Transport Chains33
Logistics Applications in Transport Sector34
Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air35
Transport of Dangerous Goods by Sea36
Transport of Dangerous Goods by Road37
Marketing Strategies of Maritime Transport38
Liner Shipping and Container Management39
KPIs for Shipping40
Marine Crew Management41
Maritime Business Management42
Ship Agency43
Ship Management44
Shipping and brokerage45
Chartering46
Bills of Lading47
Maritime Economics48
Transportation Management Best Practices49
Managing the Logistics & Transport Environment50
Freight & Cargo Management51



Course/ Workshop TitleNo.

International Trade & Freight52
Dangerous Goods Awareness (Air, Road and Sea or Multimodal)53
Dangerous Goods Multimodal Transport (Advanced)54
Cargo Rating55
Carriage of Live Animals56
Chartering57
Chartering Contract Management58
Lay time & Demurrage59



Logistics and Supply Chain Management

Course/ Workshop TitleNo.

Basic Logistics and Supply Chain (Main Concepts)1
Basics of Warehouse Management2
Principles of Procurement Management3
Basics of Logistics Management4
Modern Supply chain Management (Advanced)5
Supply Chain Management Planning6
Risk Management in Supply Chains7
Material Handling and Supply chain Management8
Procurement and Supply Chain Management9
Warehousing and Supply Chain Management10
Sustainable Supply Chain11
Integrated Logistics & Supply Chain Management (Advanced)12
Information Technology Applications in Supply Chain Management13
Materials Management & Logistics14
Storage & Handling of Toxic Chemicals and Hazardous Materials15
Logistics & Warehouse Management16
Logistics, Inventory & Materials management17
CRM for Logistics18
Logistics Management and Strategic Planning19
Retail Logistics20
Modern Logistics Management21
Logistics of Health Care Centers & Hospitals22
Logistics Modeling and Planning23
Logistics Performance Management (Warehousing and Purchasing Professionals)24
Logistics & Transportation Techniques (Advanced)25
E- Logistics Management26
International Logistics Management27



Course/ Workshop TitleNo.

Logistics & Transportation Techniques28
Integrated Logistics Management29
Logistics Integration and Flexibility30
International Logistics Management (Advanced)31
Distribution Channels Management32
Logistics Activities Operation Management33
Logistics Effect on Investment and Costs34
Strategic Logistics Management35
Stakeholders Relations Management 36
Modern Developments in Information Technology in relation to Logistics37
Modal Network Designing / Logistics Outsourcing38
Assessment of Environmental Effects on Logistics (Green Logistics)39
Analyzing Logistics Consumer Needs40
Logistics Strategies41
Logistics Project Management42
New Markets for Logistics Services43
Humanitarian Logistics Management44
Logistics Management of Oil and Gas of45
Forecasting & Inventory Management46
Warehousing & Inventory Management (Advanced)47
Planning and Controlling Materials and Inventory48
Stock Management, Demand Planning and Forecasting49
Planning and Controlling Material and Inventory50
Inventory Control Management51
Planning of Needs and Inventory control52
Managing Contracts and Relationships in Procurement and Supply53
Inventory Management Modern Techniques54
Purchasing and Inventory Management55
Storekeeping Basic Skills56



Course/ Workshop TitleNo.

Best Practices for Managing & Improving Warehouse57
Inventory Management Modern Techniques58
Statistics for Inventory Control Management59
Inventory and Stock Control Management60
Warehousing Electronic Management (SAP)61
Warehouse Management (Advanced)62
Materials Handling & Warehouse Management63
Material Cataloguing, Specifications & Storage Planning64
Introduction to Security and Safety in Stores65
Modern Systems in Warehouse Management and Disposal of the Idle Stock66
Organizing and Arranging Warehouses67
Professional Management of Warehouses and Stores68
Fundamentals of the Storage of Hazardous Materials69
Health and Safety in Warehousing70
How to Measure, Benchmark and Improve Warehouse Performance71
Warehouse Costing and Billing72
Warehousing Safety and Security73
International Standards for the Quality Classification of Stock74
Materials Handling in the Modern Warehouse75
Warehousing and Distribution Management76
Warehouse and Operations Management77
Warehousing (Costing, Benchmarking and Activity Profiling)78
Planning and Warehouse Management79
Warehouse, Stores and Stock Control Management80
Forecasting Techniques (Advanced)81
Procurement/Purchasing Management (Advanced)82
Integrating Purchasing, Logistics and Inventory with Suppliers83
Mastering Purchasing Process from Specification to Contract Completion84
Modern Methods of Procurement and Warehousing85



Course/ Workshop TitleNo.

Fundamentals of Internal and External Purchasing86
Procurement and Supply Orders Strategies87
Effective Tenders and the Management of Suppliers Relations88
Purchasing & Supply Management89
Developing a Procurement Strategy90
The Effective Buyer91
Effective Purchasing and Contract Negotiation Strategies92
Tendering & Supplier Selection93
E-Procurement Strategies94
Financial Tools in Procurement95
Best Practices of Procurement96
Measuring and Monitoring Suppliers’ Performance97
Negotiating and Contracting in Procurement and Supply98
Sourcing in Procurement and Supply99
Procurement and Supply Chain100
Procurement Department Structuring101
Strategic Purchasing & Supply Management102
Strategic Sourcing103
Supplier Relationships Management104
Vendor Management & Contract Compliance105
RFID in Logistics106



Ports and Specialized Terminals

Course/ Workshop TitleNo.

Bunkering Operations and Management1
Logistics and Port Competitive Position2
Port Logistics3
Container Terminals Operation and Management System4
Strategic Planning for Ports and Container Terminals5
Strategic Management of Ports and Terminals6
Port Services Pricing (Polices & Strategies)7
Ports and Terminal Operation Management8
Introduction to Port Operation9
Ports & Shipping Management10
Modern Port Management11
Modern Terminal Management12
Heavy Lift Project management13
Container Terminal Operations and Management14
Fundamentals of Container Shipping15
RORO Shipping & Management16
Fundamentals of Port and Terminals Security17
Maritime Environmental Management18
Marine Pollution Prevention and Management19
Cargo Surveying20
Marine Warranty Surveying21
KPIs for Ports & Terminals22
Ports & Shipping Management23
Container Terminal Operation and Technical Management24
Liquid Bulk, LNG, LPG Terminals Operation25
Basic Marketing of Port Services26
Port Performance Indicators and Port Competition27
Health , Safety and Environment Issues of Seaports28
Port Operation Policies and Legal Framework29



Law
International Commercial Arbitration Programs

Course/ Workshop TitleNo.

The General Rules in International Commercial Arbitration1
Advanced Program in International Commercial Arbitration2
Arbitration of Maritime Disputes3
Arbitration of Investment Disputes and Stock Market4
Arbitration of Oil and Gas Disputes5
Arbitration in intellectual property disputes6
Electronic Arbitration7
Arbitration in construction contracts8

Specialized Legal Programs:

Course/ Workshop TitleNo.

Mediation in the settlement of international trade contracts disputes1
Contracts Strategy and Management2
Drafting contracts (in English) 3
Drafting contracts (in French)4
Alternative means to settle international trade disputes5
Investigation of maritime accidents and the safety of ships 6
Marine Insurance7
Intellectual property rights and trademarks8
Establishment of commercial companies and the agencies9
Tendering Procedures & Bid Evaluation (Advanced)10
Tenders Management (Advanced)11
Tendering & Procurement Best Practices12
International Trade Arbitration13
Insurance in Maritime Transport14
Administrative Law and International Commercial Arbitration15
Settlement of Legal Disputes16



Course/ Workshop TitleNo.

Maritime Transport Law (Advanced)17
Compensation Claims and Marine Insurance18
Maritime Law and Marine Insurance19
Drafting Maritime Documents20
Development of Legal Skills, Negotiation Strategies and Contractual Drafting21
The Development of Legal Advising Arts22
Advanced Management of Business Tenders and Procurement Contracts23
Modern Standards in the Preparation and Drafting and Legal Memos24
Achieving Excellence and Professional Legal Advice25
Modern Preparation of Contracts Strategies26
Integrated Program in Maintenance Contracts Management27
Preparation, Formulation, and Implementation of Administrative Contracts28
Development of Basic Legal Skills29
Maritime and Commercial Arbitration 30
Understanding Commercial Law31
Tender Preparation and Evaluation32
Litigation and Dispute Resolution33
Maritime Safety Law34
Maritime Law and Shipping Contracts35
Ships Contract Management (Ship Repair - Ship Sale & Purchase – New buildings)36
Heavy Lift & Project Cargo Contract Drafting & Management37
Wreck Removal Contracts & Operations38



ITLI Administration and Faculty 
Administration and Faculty members
Dr. Islam El-Nakib
Dean of the International Transport and Logistics Institute

islam.elnakib@aast.edu
PhD (2007) Supply Chain Management, Liverpool, John Moores University, UK
MSc (2003) International Transport and Logistics, AASTMT, Egypt
BSc (2000) International Transport Management, Nottingham Trent University, UK

Dr. Rasha Abo Elgheit 
Vice Dean for Post Graduate Studies and Researches

dr.rashaaboelgheit@aast.edu
PhD (2006), Faculty of Law.
LL.M ( 1996 ) Faculty of Law, Menoufia University
LL.B (1994) Faculty of Law, Menoufia University

Mr. Ahmed Mussa 
Head of Administrative Department

amoussa@aast.edu
PhD Candidate (2013) , 
MSc (2009) International Transport and Logistics, AASTMT, Egypt
High Diploma (2002) , International Transport and Logistics jointly conducted between Norwegian School of Management 
and AASTMT, Egypt
BSc (2000 ) International Transport and Logistics, AASTMT, Egypt

Dr. Mohamed Abdel Aziz El Sadaadani
Head of Quality Assurance

mohammed@aast.edu
PhD (2010) Computer Science and Creative Technologies, University of the West of England
MSc (1998) Business Reengineering and Work Flow Management Systems, AASTMT, Egypt
BSc (1992) Business Administration, Faculty of Commerce, Alexandria, Egypt

Mrs. Yasmine El Meladi 
International Programs Manager

yasmine.elmeladi@aast.edu
PhD Candidate (2008) Logistics, Molde University College, Norway
MSc (2001) Management of Maritime Transport, AASTMT, Egypt
Higher Diploma (1997) International Transport and Logistics jointly conducted between Norwegian Shipping Academy and 
AASTMT, Egypt
BSc (1996) Business Administration, AASTMT, Egypt



Mrs. Nesrine Sadek 
Foreign Affairs and Marketing Manager

nesrine_ismail@aast.edu
DBA Candidate (2010) AASTMT, Egypt
MSc (2001) Business Administration, AASTMT, Egypt
High Diploma (2009) International Transport and Logistics, AASTMT, Egypt
BSc (1996) Business Administration, AASTMT, Egypt

Mrs. Hoda Hamdy Mohamed EL Sayed 
Master Program Administrator

Hoda.hamdy@aast.edu
PhD Candidate (2015) Management of Maritime Transport, AASTMT, Egypt
MSc (2002) Maritime Transport Technology, AASTMT, Egypt
BSc (1998) Business Administration, AASTMT, Egypt

Mr. Mohamed Gamil 
Student Affairs and Program Manager

Moh_gamil@aast.edu
PhD Candidate (2015) Management of Maritime Transport, AASTMT, Egypt
MSc (2007) Management of Maritime Transport, AASTMT, Egypt
Higher Diploma 2001) International Transport and Logistics jointly conducted between Norwegian School of Management and 
AASTMT, Egypt, 
BSc (1999) Business Administration, Egypt

Mrs. Ranya Fahmy El Sayed
Dean’s Office Assistant

rhanyafahmy@aast.edu
MSc (2001) Business Administration, AASTMT, Egypt
BSc (1998) Business Administration, Faculty of commerce Egypt

Dr. Mokhtar Habashy Ahmed Henedy 
Master Program Manager 

Dr.Mokhtar.hemedy@aast.edu
PhD (2006) International Transport and Logistics, AASTMT, Egypt
MSc (2001) International Transport and Logistics, AASTMT, Egypt
Higher Diploma (1999), International Transport and Logistics, AASTMT, Egypt
BSc (1996) Management of Maritime Transport, AASTMT, Egypt

Mrs. Rania Mohamed Aly Samak 
Master Programs Manager

raniasamak@aast.edu
MSc (2010) Business Administration, AASTMT, Egypt
BSc ( 2000) Business Administration, AASTMT, Egypt



Mrs. Noha Gebally 
Dean’s Office Manager

nohagebally@aast.edu
Diploma (1991) German High Diploma in Commercial Affairs

Dr. Noha Asfour 
International Program Manager

asfourn@aast.edu
DBA (2015) AASTMT, Egypt
MSc (2004) International Transport and Logistics, AASTMT, Egypt
BA (1999) Faculty of Arts, English Language Department, Egypt

Mr. Mohamed Hassan 
Technical Support

elhandy77@aast.edu
BSc Candidate (2014), Faculty of Commerce, Egypt
Diploma (1998) Industrial Technical Institute




